


Description 
A very well appointed & presented ground floor flat occupying a central 
location in the popular Perthshire market town of Crieff. Presented In true 
move-in condition, the freshly decorated & carpeted accommodation has 
a contemporary feel and would make an ideal first time buy or investment 
property. Access is from the street into a communal hall shared by only 
one other property. The main door leads into a spacious hall with doors to 
all accommodation comprising; LOUNGE with KITCHEN off, DOUBLE  
BEDROOM & BATHROOM. There is ample storage with a deep hall  
cupboard and both built-in and recessed storage in the bedroom.  
The good sized lounge area has ample space for a range of furniture and 
boasts a large double-glazed window overlooking the garden.  The kitchen 
is fully fitted with the oven, fridge, freezer and washing machine included 
in the sale. A door from the kitchen leads to the garden area located to 
the rear.  
 

Lounge/Kitchen   19’6” x 13’6” Bedroom One   12’8” x 10’6”  
 

 
Exterior 
There is a good sized rear garden area accessed via the kitchen. Whilst 
communal, this area has been fenced off, maintained and utilised by 63B 
for a number of years. A small patio area adjacent to the lounge with an 
area of lawn leading to a brick-built store.  

 
 



These particulars are believed to be correct, but their accuracy is not guaranteed and they do not form part of any contract. All measurements shown are approximate only.  



 

Crieff 
25 West High Street, PH7 4AU 

Tel: 01764 653771 

Comrie 
1 Drummond Street, PH6 2DW 

Tel: 01764 670325 

Aberfeldy 
25 Bank Street, PH15 2BB 

Tel: 01887 822722 

Thinking of selling?  
Call us now for a free valuation 

for your own property 

Directions  
Located on the main street through Crieff. Heading west into the town the 
property is located on the left hand side, a short distance after the car garage.  
 
Viewing Arrangements 
Strictly by appointment through Irving Geddes W.S. on 01764 
653771/670325.  
 
Energy Performance Rated ‘D’ for energy efficiency. 
Council Tax Band  ‘A’ 


